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Abstract - Fatigue failure caused by the random loads (coming from the road load conditions) is of major concern for 
automotive industries. Random Vibration analysis is often performed to predict the life of the component, as in case of 
dynamic loads failure occurs by fatigue. Fatigue analysis can be done either in frequency domain or time domain (Transient 
Analysis). But Transient Analysis is computationally expensive as it consumes lot of time to solve the problem when 
compared with the Frequency Domain analysis. Hence, Transient Analysis is used mostly for the validation purpose. To 
convert time domain data into frequency domain FFT is performed and PSD profile is generated. This then becomes 
equivalent load in the Frequency Domain. FFT assumes data to be Gaussian meaning FFT is same for a Gaussian and non-
Gaussian data. So, it is required to check the statistical properties of the data. Mean, standard deviation, Kurtosis and 

Skewness are evaluated to check the Gaussianity of the data. This paper mainly focusses on the impact of statistical properties 
on Random Vibration analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Automotive companies while testing mount 

accelerometers at different locations on 

accelerometers and check response. This response is a 

time domain data. Its statistical properties are 

evaluated to check whether it is Gaussian or not. 

Many times data has non-zero mean or mean gets 

shifted. Reasons can be mechanical or electrical. Drift 

is an electrical ireason and mechanical reason may be 

a stone hitting an accelerometer. In some other cases 

Kurtosis of the data doesn’t match with that Gaussian 
distribution and this also becomes key issue. Also, 

some statistical assumptions like stationarity of the 

properties are done. All these things make it important 

to check the impact of statistical properties on the 

Random Vibration analysis. 

This paper first describes statistics of Random load. 

Then frequency domain analysis is performed with 

standard method of 1g harmonic analysis and fatigue 

calculation in nCode DesignLife. This is done for 

data with non-Gaussian distribution and with 

Gaussian distribution. Results are compared with 
Transient Analysis as it is most accurate. 

 

II. STASTICAL PROPERTIES OF RANDOM 

SIGNAL 

 

In the analysis of Random Vibrations statistics are 

very important as they are characterized by their 

statistics. Few important statistical assumptions are 

required to be stated at the beginning. Signal is 

assumed to be stationary meaning the statistical 

properties do not change with time. Other assumption 

is that the signal is ergodic which means in a section 
of signal, properties of a small piece of the signal and 

section as a whole are same. Third and most 

important assumption is that the data follows 

Gaussian distribution. To check whether the data 

follows the Gaussian distribution or not few statistical 

properties like mean, standard deviation, Kurtosis, 

Skewness etc. are checked. 

Mean: 

A standard normal curve has a zero- mean value. 

Hence, we are interested in zero mean data, as it will 

be a purely Gaussian data. As we deal with the 

discrete data rather than the continuous one, all the 

formulae must be for the discrete data, Mean or 

Expected value of x for discrete data is given as, 

E(x) or µ(x)=
 x(i)n
i=1

n
               (1) 

Where n is the total number of sample points (time 

values) considered  and  x(i) in  our  case is the g 

acceleration value at ith sample point. A data must be 

zero mean data so that it will follow standard normal 

distribution. 

 

Standard Deviation: 

It gives the information of the spread of the data 

about the mean. Lower the value of standard 

deviation, lower is the data scattered about the mean. 
A standard normal curve has standard deviation value 

equal to one. For the discrete data it is given as, 

 
Where E(X) is the mean and E(X2) is the expected 

value of square of the data or mean square value. One 

thing has to be observed here that when the data has 
zero mean i.e. E(X)=0 then, 

 
which is the root of square mean value or Root Mean 
Square(RMS) value. So, for the standard normal 

curve RMS value is equal to the standard deviation or 

1σ value. When RMS value of the time series data 

was evaluated it matched with its standard deviation 
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and both the values came out to be 1.42 (Grms). 

Kurtosis and Skewness: 
Kurtosis and Skewness are evaluated as the measures 

of dispersion. Kurtosis is a measure of whether the 

data is heavy-tailed or light-tailed relative to a normal 

distribution. That is, data sets with high kurtosis tend 

to have heavy tails, or outliers. Data sets with low 

kurtosis tend to have light tails, or lack of outliers. 

For Discrete data, Kurtosis is given by, 

 
where symbols have their usual meanings. Skewness 

is a measure of symmetry. Data has to be symmetric 

about the mean. Skewed data shows the lack of 

symmetry. So, these are evaluated to measure or 

check how much dispersed is the data and are 

important properties as they reveal the information 

about the shape of the distribution. 

 

 
Figure 1: Different types of skewness 

 

This figure shows how skewed data looks like and 
normal distribution is symmetrical about mean hence 

it has zero skewness value. 

 

 
Figure 2: Different types of Kurtosis. 

 

Figure above shows the distributions with different 

Kurtosis values. A Gaussian curve has zero skewness 

and the value of kurtosis is 3. 3 is absolute value. 

Sometimes it is considered zero. Curve with negative 

kurtosis is Platykurtic, zero Kurtosis is Mesokurtic or 

normal and positive kurtosis is Leptokurtic as shown 

in the figure above. 

 

III. ROOT MEAN SQUARE (RMS) VALUE 

 

It is Root Mean Square value of the data. From time 

domain data, which is g acceleration wrt. time in the 

tabular form RMS value is calculated by squaring the 

data taking mean and then square root. In case of 

single continuous wave summation is replaced by 

integration. Following fig. shows RMS of sine wave 

and random signal. RMS of sine wave and Random 

signal are shown in the figure below. RMS of sine 
wave can be calculated by using the definition of 

RMS of a quantity. In case of Random Signal, it is 3 

to 4.5 time less than the peak. Actually that ratio in 

many cases reaches to 6 or 7 because of spikes or 

shocks in the data. 

 

 
Figure 2: Concept of RMS value 

 

IV. REASONS OF MEAN SHIFT 

 

Drift: Drift refers to a shift in the mean value of a 

signal over the course of time. Drift can be caused by 

a real change in the parameter being measured or due 

to external conditions unrelated to the measured 

parameter. We are more interested in the latter 

because the data being measured is not what is being 

displayed or recorded. Figure shows the example of 

drift. 

 

 
Figure 3:  Drift 

 

V. ACTUAL ANALYSIS 

 

Initially analysis is done with non-zero mean data. 

Then one more trial is taken with Kurtosis value not 
confirming to Gaussian distribution (At a time only 

one property is considered as impact of each is to be 

checked.). Frequency domain analysis is done by first 

performing 1g harmonic analysis in ANSYS 

WorkBench. Fatigue calculations are done in nCode 

DesignLife. Details of the analysis are not mentioned 

here as it is a standard method. Validation is done by 

Transient Analysis. 

 

Data with non-zero mean: 

Initially a data with non-zero mean is used to check 

whether mean has the effect on vibration analysis or 
not. Data used is as shown below and table shows its 

statistical properties. 
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Figure 4: Test data with non-zero mean 

 
Table 1 :  Statistical Properties 

 

A PSD profile is created by Linear Averaging and 

applied as a load in frequency domain. Damage 

obtained is compared with the damage obtained by 

Transient Analysis. Results are shown in the 
following table. Misleading results obtained show 

that the data has to be a zero- mean data. 
 

 
Table 2: Results 

 
a. Trial with non Gaussian Kurtosis: 

Another trial is conducted with data having the value 

of Kurtosis equal to 20 and results obtained are 

shown in the table below. Few more trials with 

different Kurtosis values showed same results. 

 

 
Table 3: Results 

 

b. White noise trial: 
To confirm whether the identified causes of 

misleading results were relevant or not a White Noise 

signal was generated which has flat PSD profile i.e 

same value of signal strength at each frequency. This 

ensured that the proper energy was getting applied to 

the significant mode. Also,we ensured that the data is 
Gaussian and well distributed about the mean or in 

other words a zero mean data. White Noise signal can 

be directly generated in nCode DesignLife. Details of 

signal generation are shown below. 

Time Domain data is generated in nCode DesignLife 

by using Time Series Generator glyph as shown 

below. 

 Operation: White Noise (We want random 

data). 

 Total time: 50 sec (Data was generated for 

50 sec.).It is a time series length. 

 Sampling Rate: 5120 samples/sec 
(Fmax=2000 Hz,Sampling 

rate=2.56*2000=5120). 

 Standard Deviation: Can be set to any value 

greater than 0 and less than 1E6. But more 

the standard deviation more scattered is the 

data. A standard normal curve has the value 

of standard deviation 1 and mean zero. 

 

 
Fig 5:  Flow of white noise genration in nCode DesignLife. 

 

 
Fig 6:  Generated data 

 

 
Table 4: Results 
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Few more trials were taken which also showed same 

results. 
 

c. Trial with Zero Mean ( Gaussian data): 
Now a data with zero mean and Gaussian distribution 

is considered. Data is plotted in Minitab to check its 

distribution. Initially trend is determined from the 

excel and then it is plotted in Minitab. 

 

 
Fig 7:  Test data 

 

 
Fig 8:  Data plotted in Minitab. 

 

 
Table 5: Statistical Properties. 

 
Again, time and frequency domain analyses are 

performed and now it showed results very closer to 

the actual i.e. Transient Analysis. Table 6 shows the 

same. 

 

 
Table 6: Results 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
From the analyses done it can be concluded that in 

case of random vibration analyses statistical 

properties of input signal are very important as they 

characterize the signal. So, prior to beginning the 

analysis it is required to check the data for its 

statistics. It must have zero mean and also Kurtosis, 

Skewness values confirming to the Gaussian curve. 

Data with nonzero mean showed misleading results. 

Also, data with different Kurtosis value (not 

confirming to Gaussian curve) showed vague results. 

So, it can be concluded that the time domain data 
must be a zero-mean data and follow a Gaussian 

Distribution. 
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